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Abstract

This paper outlines a data mining approach to
analysis and prediction of the trend of stock prices.
The approach consists of three steps, namely parti-
tioning, analysis and prediction. A modification of
the commonly usedk-means clustering algorithm is
used to partition stock price time series data. After
data partition, linear regression is used to analyse the
trend within each cluster. The results of the linear
regression are then used for trend prediction for
windowed time series data. The approach is efficient
and effective at predicting forward trends of stock
prices. Using our trend prediction methodology,
we propose a trading strategy TTP (Trading based
on Trend Prediction). Some preliminary results of
applying TTP to stock trading are reported.
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1 Introduction

Trend analysis and prediction play a vital role in prac-
tical stock trading. Experienced stock traders can of-
ten predict the future trend of a stock’s price based on
their observations of the performance of the stock in
the past. An early sign of a familiar pattern may alert
a domain expert to what is likely to happen in the near
future. They can then formulate their trading strategy
accordingly.

The search for and matching of similar patterns
have been studied extensively on time series analy-
sis [1, 2]. Patterns in long time series data repeat
themselves due to seasonality or other unknown un-
derlying reasons. Early detection of patterns similar
to those that have occurred in the past can readily pro-
vide information on what will follow. This informa-

tion will be able to help decision-making on the trad-
ing strategy in stock market trading practice. In this
paper, we report an approach to predict the trend of
the stock prices and apply it to stock trading practice.

2 Time Series Data Preparation

We create training data by sliding a fixed-length time
window from timetb to te. The followingN = te−tb
time series are created with a given window length
wtr.

s1 : p1, p2, ..., pwtr

s2 : p2, p3, ..., pwtr+1

. . .
sN : pN , pN+1, ..., pwtr+N−1

wherepi(i = 1, 2, · · · , wtr + N − 1) are stock prices
at time i. We therefore create anN by wtr matrix
or a data set withN data records andwtr attributes.
Note that all attributes take continuous values and
conventional data mining methods can be applied di-
rectly [3, 4].

For the test data, we use another window of length
wte < wtr. Each training windowed series is then
divided into two parts. The first part has the same
length as the test data. The second part of length
wlm = wtr − wte is used to decide the classification
of a cluster. All windowed time series are properly
normalised. Figure 1 gives a schematic view of a win-
dowed time series.

3 Methodology for Trend Analy-
sis

Our data mining approach consists of the following
steps.



Figure 1: Schematic view of windowed time series
and normalisation

1. Initialisation.

• Select window lengthswtr andwte for train-
ing and test data respectively.

• Select a test period.
For example, if we test the method for year
1999-2000, then the test period starts from
the first trading day of 1999 to the last trad-
ing day of 2000.

• Select training period.
The training sample will start fromwtr days
before the first trading day of year 1989
and end on the last trading day of year 1998
in the aforementioned example.

2. Data Mining.

• CreateN training series of window length
wtr from training period.

• Normalise each series individually such
that the firstwte values of the series fall be-
tween 0 and 1.

• Partition the training data intok clusters,
which are represented by their cluster cen-
ters. We use thek-means clustering to
group the training data based on attributes
into k groups [5].k > 1 is a pre-specified
integer number.

• Classify all the clusters into two distinct
classes using a linear regression model [6].
A model is built based on the lastwlm val-
ues of each cluster center. Class “UP”

is labeled if the gradient is positive and
“DOWN” otherwise.

3. Test models on test data.

• Form a test series dataset with the window
length wte. Normalise them individually.
Consequently, values will fall between 0
and 1.

• Assign a cluster labelci = j to time se-
ries i in test data such that clusterj(j =
1, 2, · · · , k) has the smallest Euclidean
distance to the normalised seriesi.

• Assign the class (“UP” or “DOWN”) of
clusterj to time seriesi, where time series
i has cluster labelj.

• Calculate returns for a selected trading
strategy.

4 Trading Strategies

In this section we introduce two trading strategies.
The first strategy is naive trading, where future trend
is not taken into consideration. The second is same as
the first except that the future trend prediction is used
in trading decision.

Naive Trading (NT) We call our trading strategy
“naive trading” because it is simplistic. In NT,
we buy the stock if we are not holding a share
and the purchase cost is lower than the value at
which we sold previously. By the same token,
we sell the stock if we hold a share and we can
make profit from that sale of any margin. Thus,
short-selling is included. That is, we sell the
stock if the value received exceeds the value at
which we bought previously.

Trading based on Trend Prediction (TTP)TTP is
a slight variation of NT. The only difference is
that we consider the forward trend of the stock
price. We sell the share only if the trend predic-
tion is downward.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we report some preliminary results. In
order to compare our trading strategy with other exist-
ing strategies we follow [7] closely. In order to com-



pare our trading strategies with other existing strate-
gies, we test them on one time period, namely for
year 1999-2000. The corresponding training period
is 1989-1998 (ten years). The comparison is made
with [7]. To facilitate the comparison, stock indexes
from five countries are used in the paper.

Tables 1 lists the return from NT, TTP, GP (Ge-
netic Programming) and twenty one practical trading
strategies for selected countries in the test time pe-
riod. The values listed are the investment returns as
fraction (for example, 0.1778 in Table 1 means that
the return is 17.78%) . For more details please refer
to [7]. The B&H refers to buy and hold strategy.

We have the following observations based on the
results presented in Table 1.

1. TTP’s performance exceeds NT’s performance
in most countries. This clearly indicates that the
trend prediction is able to find the correct trend
in some cases. The trading strategy considering
the price trend does improve the trading perfor-
mance.

2. As shown in Table 1 for the time period 1999–
2000, TTP has the best performance for US
and Singapore in comparison with GPs, i.e., GP
1 and 2, and the twenty one practical trading
strategies. For UK, NT, which is slightly bet-
ter than TTP, performs the best. While all the
twenty one practical trading strategies get neg-
ative or a slight positive return, TTP is able to
produce significant positive returns for the time
period 1999–2000. For Canada, GPs perform
best, which is followed by B&H. TTP gives a
slight positive return while most of the twenty
one practical strategies get negative returns. For
Taiwan, the GPs perform much better than all the
other trading strategies. However TTP is able to
exceed B&H and most of the twenty one practi-
cal strategies.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have applied a data mining approach to analyse
and predict the trend of the stock price and applied it
in real stock trading practice. Results have shown that
the proposed methodology improves the trading per-
formance over some existing strategies in some cases.
While the methodology developed in the work can
correctly predict the trend of stock prices for some

countries, it is not able to predict well for all. The
stock price is very volatile in nature. The proposed
trend prediction approach certainly has its limitations.
The following future work may improve the perfor-
mance of the method.

1. A simple decision on classification of clusters is
made using the linear regression model in the
present work. We can further improve the ac-
curacy of the trend prediction by using fuzzy or
probabilistic decision systems in the future.

2. Improve the computation efficiency by using so-
phisticated and scalable clustering techniques,
such as [4, 8].

3. Introducing scale change to pattern matching
can discover similar patterns with different time
scales.

4. Combine our method with other techniques,
such as GP, for better and more sophisticated
trading strategies.
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